
Name: ______________ 

Annotation Book Mark 
While reading, annotate your text with e symbols below: 

 

Use a star if something you read seems 

interesting. 

 Use one question mark if something  

      you read raises a question in your mind. 

  Use two question marks if something 

            your read seems confusing. 

Use an exclamation point when information  

       seems important.  (Hint: information you might  

       need later.) 

Use  plus sign when you have a connection  

      to something you are reading. 

 

Use a spiral when you think of a prediction  

to make about what you’re reading. 

Use a check mark when what you’re reading  

         confirms the prediction you made. 

Use an “x” when what you are reading  

         contradicts the prediction you made. 

  

Use when a new character is introduced. 

Important thoughts, traits, or analysis of a 

           Character are seen or discussed. 

        

          Text to World:  experience, evidence of how 

          the text is related to real world life or experiences;   

          past or present.   

           

         Text to Text:  experience, evidence of the text  

         seen that is similar to other books or media materials 

         that have been read. 

 

Build vocabulary by boxing all words that are: repeated, 

seem important, or are unknown.  

 

Use circles and arrows for words and/or phrases that make 

connections. 
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